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Example of SQL queries generated by the MinOmics 

query builder module  

 



The queries correspond to A/ figure 3B, B/ figure 3C C/ figure 4C. 

Example of protein localisation assignation using the 
predalgo table 

 
The grouping value selected by the user through the web interface extract the proteins from the                
different datasets (eg. reduced proteins or soluble proteome) according to their localization.            
Server side processing generates pie chart representation using matplotlib, injected in a new             
iframe on the client side (Figure 10). 



Supplementary Figure 1: Large Scale High 
Resolution Stereoscopic Display Wall 

 
The left panel shows a user manipulating a protein structure with a gyroscopic mouse in full                
stereoscopy. The right panel illustrates the general setup and disposition of the display wall              
room (Image courtesy of Immersion).  
 

Supplementary Movies 

Supplementary Movie 1 : General Minomics feature 
demonstration 
This movie guides through the core MinOmics features to explore the datasets stored in the 
system and generate filters for further processing. This video is supplementary material to the 
MinOmics paper. - https://youtu.be/6EUVwml_Bxs  

Supplementary Movies 1 and 2 : Best point of view algorithm 
The first movie provided via the following YouTube link demonstrates the best point of view               
algorithm as implemented in the UnityMol WebGL version connected to the MinOmics platform.             
This video is supplementary material to the MinOmics paper and illustrates a particular feature              
generating a camera path ending with the best point of view of a particular protein residue (as                 
shown here). It is also applicable to protein network representations. -           
https://youtu.be/Q8AHsDAYzxI  
 

https://youtu.be/6EUVwml_Bxs
https://youtu.be/Q8AHsDAYzxI


The second movie ends on a particular cysteine residue of interest -            
https://youtu.be/hq_HtQKhvtQ  

Supplementary Movie 3 : Proteomic network visualization and        
manipulation 
Demonstration of a proteomic network visualization and manipulation as implemented in the 
UnityMol WebGL version connected to the MinOmics platform. This video is supplementary 
material to the MinOmics paper and illustrates a particular feature permitting the interactive 
deformation of a protein network representation. - https://youtu.be/LNMEEhQfcNk  
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